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Abstract
The measurement of amino acid-resolved hydrogen exchange (HX) has provided the most detailed information so far available on
the structure and properties of protein folding intermediates. Direct HX measurements can deﬁne the structure of tenuous molten
globule forms that are generally inaccessible to the usual crystallographic and NMR methods (C. Redﬁeld review in this issue). HX
pulse labeling methods can specify the structure, stability and kinetics of folding intermediates that exist for less than 1 s during kinetic
folding. Native state HX methods can detect and characterize folding intermediates that exist as inﬁnitesimally populated high energy
excited state forms under native conditions. The results obtained in these ways suggest principles that appear to explain the properties
of partially folded intermediates and how they are organized into folding pathways. The application of these methods is detailed here.
Ó 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen exchange (HX) rates measured by available techniques [1,2] can reveal the presence and the
absence of protecting structure at amino acid resolution,
quantify thermodynamic stability, and determine the
kinetics of structure formation and loss. The challenge
has been to devise methods that can bring these capabilities to bear on invisible, short-lived, and non-isolatable folding intermediates. This challenge has been met.
This paper describes some of the major HX methods
that have been applied to the protein folding problem,
details the theory necessary for interpretation of the
results, and shows some illustrations from the literature.

2. HX rate
Hydrogens on the polar groups of proteins and
nucleic acids engage in continual exchange with the
hydrogens of solvent [1,3–7]. Because of the extreme
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pKa values of main chain amides, the exchange of their
hydrogens with solvent is relatively slow and is catalyzed only by the strongest of aqueous acids and bases,
H3 Oþ and OH ions [5,8,9]. One result is that freely
exposed amide hydrogens exchange rather slowly, in
about 1 s at pH 7 and 0 °C. Protecting (H-bonded)
structure further slows these rates and spreads them
over many orders of magnitude, placing them on a
generally convenient laboratory time scale. Another
fortunate consequence is that amide exchange can be
easily and controllably manipulated. A factor of 10 in
rate can be obtained by a change of one pH unit, or
about 22 °C in temperature. Nucleic acid hydrogens
tend to exchange much more rapidly, even in structured molecules [5,10], which reduces their usefulness,
although hydrogens H-bonded in RNA tertiary structure can be quite slow.
We focus here on protein amide hydrogens which
have been most useful in folding studies.
2.1. Steady-state theory (Linderstrøm-Lang)
For structurally protected hydrogens, LinderstrømLang and his colleagues pictured a 2-state situation, as
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in Eq. (1), with hydrogens either non-exchangeable in
the protected state (NH(closed)) or susceptible to exchange in some transiently open form (NH(open))
[3,4,11,12]
kop

kch

NHðclosedÞ ¡ NHðopenÞ ! exchanged:
kcl

ð1Þ

Here, kop and kcl are the opening (unfolding) and closing
(folding) rates of the protecting structure. The chemical
exchange rate of freely available, unprotected amide
hydrogens, kch , depends on a variety of conditions (pH,
temperature, neighboring amino acid side chains, and
isotope eﬀects). These factors have been calibrated to
high precision [13–15] and so can be obtained by
straightforward calculation [16,17]. HX protection is
usually associated with H-bonding, although hydrogens
that are structurally protected even without H-bonding
can be modestly slowed [18–20].
Under steady-state conditions, the exchange rate (kex )
determined by reaction scheme (1) is given by Eq. (2)
[3,4]
kex ¼

kop kch
;
kop þ kcl þ kch

ð2Þ

where kch for the unprotected amide can be calculated
independently. Most of the HX literature assumes stable
structure (kop  kcl ) and starts with Eq. (3)
kex ¼

kop kch
:
kcl þ kch

ð3Þ

This equation reduces to two limiting cases. Under EX2
(bimolecular exchange) conditions where kcl  kch (low
pH and temperature), the exchange rate becomes
EX2
kex
¼

kop kch
¼ Kop kch ;
kcl

Kop ¼ kop =kcl :

ð4Þ

The stabilization free energy of the protecting structure
can then be calculated as

DGHX ¼ RT ln Kop ¼ RT lnðkex =kch Þ:

ð5Þ

Under EX1 (monomolecular exchange) conditions
where kcl < kch (high pH, high temperature, low stability), the exchange rate limits at the opening rate of the
protecting structure
EX1
kex
¼ kop :

ð6Þ

These equations translate HX rates measured in EX1
and EX2 modes into information about the thermodynamics and kinetics of the protecting structure. The relationships that connect EX1 and EX2 behaviors are
shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. Pre-steady-state theory (Hvidt)
A more general pre-steady-state solution for HX determined by reaction scheme (1), without any assumptions about the relative magnitudes of kop , kcl , and kch ,
was given by Hvidt (and J. Schellman) [12] (see also
Appendix I of [21]) and can be written as in Eq. (7)


kch ½NHðopenÞt¼0  k2 k1 t
Hlabel ¼ 1 
e
k1  k2


k1  kch ½NHðopenÞt¼0 k2 t

ð7Þ
e ;
k1  k2
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kop þ kcl þ kch  ðkop þ kcl þ kch Þ2  4kop kch
;
k1;2 ¼
2
where Hlabel is the fraction of HX labeling obtained
during the experimental exchange time, t. ½NHðopenÞt¼0
is the fraction of open form present at time zero of
exchange.
Eq. (7) shows that single amino acid HX can be biexponential, with rate constants k1 and k2 , when a given
residue is present in both protected and unprotected
forms, for example, when the protecting structure is not
very stable (kop  kcl ) and refolding is slow compared to

Fig. 1. Hydrogen exchange in the EX2 (pH-dependent) and EX1 (pH-independent) regions. HX rate increases 10-fold per pH unit in the EX2 region,
but is ultimately limited by the rate of the opening reaction that exposes the hydrogens to exchange. The limiting rate is reached (EX1) when kch > kcl ,
so that every opening leads to exchange and kex ¼ kop .
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exchange (kcl < kch ). The k1 term in Eq. (7) refers to
initially unprotected hydrogens, which can exchange
relatively rapidly before reclosing (neither EX1 nor
EX2). The k2 term describes hydrogens that are protected and can exchange by either EX1 or EX2 modes,
depending on conditions.
The relative amplitude of the kinetic phases, in
brackets, depends on the magnitude of the individual
rate constants and the initial fraction of open form. If
equilibrium between the open and closed forms is already established at time zero of the H-exchange period,
½NHðopenÞt¼0 can be written as
½NHðopenÞeq ¼

kop
:
kop þ kcl

ð8Þ

If exchange is initiated after a folding time of tf (as in a
pulse labeling experiment), ½NHðopenÞt¼0 is
½NHðopenÞtf ¼

kop
kcl
þ
eðkop þkcl Þtf
kop þ kcl kop þ kcl
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the plateau value at which the fractional H-label levels
oﬀ at high kch values (high pH) is controlled by the kop
value and the fraction of the open form present at the
time of pulse, ½NHðopenÞt¼0 . It is important to note that
although all the ﬁve amides have the same kop value, the
plateau level varies because ½NHðopenÞt¼0 varies for
each amide. In the case of amides where stable structure
is formed (Kop < 0:01), ½NHðopenÞt¼0 ¼ 0 and the plateau level is controlled by just the kop value.
These considerations require that the HX kinetics of
any given hydrogen should be ﬁt with the two-exponential HX equation when Kop > 0:01, or when pre-existing open forms fail to re-equilibrate rapidly. When
protecting structure is stable (Kop < 0:01), the amplitude
of the fast component is vanishingly small, HX kinetics
becomes single exponential, and the measured rate
constant, k2 , can then be approximated by Eq. (2) (given
by the ﬁrst term of the Taylor expansion).

ð9Þ

assuming no protection in the unfolded state.
When structure is fully formed and stable (kcl  kop ;
k2  k1 ; ½NHðopenÞ  0), Eq. (7) transforms to Eq. (2).
In the case of pH-competition experiments where the
unfolded protein is mixed directly into refolding conditions at high pH, ½NHðopenÞt¼0 is 1. Eq. (7) then
reduces to the pH-competition solution given before [22–
24,58], when the structure that develops in time provides
complete protection against exchange (kcl  kop , kch ).
For other conditions, the relationships implied by Eq.
(7) can be diﬃcult to visualize intuitively. Fig. 2 may be
helpful. For the purpose of simulations, assume that the
system is in structural equilibrium at time zero of exchange so that Eq. (8) holds. Fig. 2 shows the two rate
constants in Eq. (7) and their pre-exponential amplitudes
as a function of kch , which can be varied experimentally
(pH, temperature). The curves are simulated for ﬁve
amides with kop ﬁxed at 10 s1 , but with diﬀering protection (Kop ), corresponding to the values of kcl listed.
At high kch (kch > kcl ), the exposed NHÕs (k1 term,
panels A and C) exchange at the kch rate; the amplitude
is the fraction of amides exposed (Eq. (8)). At lower kch ,
k1 limits at the rate for structural equilibration
(k1 ¼ kop þ kcl ), but the amplitude approaches zero. The
panels B and D, for k2 , show the HX behavior usually
considered. At low kch (EX2 region; Eq. (4)),
k2 ¼ Kop kch ; when kch increases, k2 approaches kop (EX1
region; Eq. (6)). When structure is stable, the k2 term
accounts for all of the measured amplitude. However,
when a signiﬁcant unprotected fraction pre-exists and
fails to equilibrate (kch > kcl ), the amplitude of the k1
term becomes signiﬁcant; the amplitude of the k2 term
decreases in compensation.
Fig. 2E shows the fractional H-label observed for the
same ﬁve amides at an exchange time of 0.7/kop . The kcl
value determines the rising portion of the curve whereas

3. HX pulse labeling
3.1. The experiment
The structure of intermediates that accumulate transiently during 3-state kinetic folding can be studied by
an HX pulse labeling method [25–29], illustrated in
Fig. 3.
In a typical experiment, the protein is initially unfolded in D2 O, for example in concentrated denaturant
or at low pH. All the amide protons (NH) exchange to
deuterium (ND). Folding is initiated by rapid dilution
into folding buﬀer in H2 O (stopped ﬂow). The folding
buﬀer is kept at fairly low pH so that exchange is slower
than folding and little exchange occurs. For example, at
pH 6 and 10 °C, an average amide exchange time is
about 3 s. After some folding time tf , a brief H-labeling
pulse (tp  50 ms) is applied by mixing with high pH
buﬀer. For example, at pH 10 and 10 °C, exchange time
is 0.3 ms. Amides that are still unprotected exchange to
NH but those in already formed structure are protected.
A third mix into low pH terminates labeling. Within
seconds the protein folds to its native state, which
freezes the H–D labeling proﬁle imposed before.
The protein samples are concentrated (1 h; Amicon
centrifugal ﬁlters) and moved into D2 O buﬀer for NMR
analysis (gel ﬁltration [30–32]). Samples can be stored at
)80 °C pending analysis. A 2D NMR spectrum, which
requires minutes to hours, can then read out the H–D
proﬁle imprinted previously with millisecond time scale
resolution. Control experiments to calibrate crosspeak
amplitudes at 0 and 100% labeling, and to quantify the
contribution of background labeling at times other than
the labeling pulse, especially during sample workup, are
run as described in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 2. The relationships implied by Eq. (7) when the pulse labeling time is held constant and kch is varied (by pH). Sites that are exposed when the
pulse is initiated (k1 term, panel A) exchange at the unprotected kch rate at high kch values. Protected sites (k2 term, panel B) are exchange labeled as
indicated in Fig. 1; rate increases with kch (i.e. pH) in the EX2 region and then reaches a constant plateau in the EX1 region (where kch > kcl ). As
stability increases (Kop ¼ kop =kcl decreases), the relative amplitude of the slow phase (panel D) increases at the expense of the fast phase (panel C).
The latter falls to zero as reclosing (kcl ) outcompetes the unprotected exchange rate (kch ). Panel E shows the fractional H-label for the same ﬁve
amides for an exchange time of 70 ms.

The labeling results, analyzed using the equations
given above, can show the structure of intermediates
that accumulate in 3-state folding. Repetition of the
experiment with diﬀerent folding times before the labeling pulse can determine the kinetics of structure
formation at each amino acid [25,26]. Variation of the
pulse strength (pH or tp ) can provide site-resolved stability information when exchange from the protected
form is EX2, or can yield opening and closing rates
when exchange is EX1 [27,33–35].

3.2. Data analysis
For 2D NMR data analysis, the fractional degree of
H–D labeling at each amino acid (Hobs ) is normalized to
its 100% crosspeak amplitude, as in Eq. (10). The pertinent crosspeak volume (V), relative to an internal nonexchanging reference (V ref ), is compared to the ratio for
the same residue when it is fully labeled. The fully labeled crosspeak volumes are determined in control experiments for native protein exchanged to equilibrium in
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Fig. 3. The HX pulse labeling experiment. When an intermediate accumulates in 3-state kinetic folding, a brief H–D exchange labeling pulse can
selectively label still unprotected sites. The sites that were protected and unprotected at the time of the pulse can be read out much later by 2D NMR
analysis of the native protein.

the same H2 O/D2 O mixture used for the experimental
labeling pulse. Full equilibration can be rapidly obtained at elevated temperature, where Kop  103 or so,
while minimizing irreversible denaturation. When no
internal standard is available, as for HSQC spectra using 15 N–1 H crosspeaks, each individual 2D spectrum
can be normalized to a non-exchanging peak in a 1D 1 H
spectrum for the same sample
Hobs ¼

V =V ref
:
VC =VCref

ð10Þ

Measured Hobs contains several contributions in addition to the desired value for labeling of the partially
folded intermediate during the experimental pulse
(HI;pulse ). Additional H-labeling can occur before and
after the pulse (Hbkgd ), especially during the sample
workup. Also, during the high pH pulse, the fraction of
the population that does not occupy the intermediate
state can accumulate label.
To evaluate Hbkgd , the entire experiment is carried out
exactly as before but without applying any pulse. This
contribution to Hobs is given in Eq. (11), where
(1  Hpulse ) is the fraction of each amide not labeled
during the pulse. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the background correction is larger when the pulse pH is low
because a larger fraction of unlabeled amide is available
for background labeling during the sample workup
Hobs ¼ Hpulse þ ð1  Hpulse ÞHbkgd :

ð11Þ

During the pulse, diﬀerent fractions of the population
may occupy the unfolded (U), intermediate (I), and
native (N) states. The labeling of any amide during the
pulse (Hpulse in Eq. (11)) includes all of the labeling at

that position summed over these states, as in Eq. (12),
where fx is the fraction present in each state during the
pulse (evaluated by spectroscopic or other experiments)
Hpulse ¼ fU HU;pulse þ fI HI;pulse þ fN HN;pulse :

ð12Þ

For each amide, the contribution of the U state to Hpulse
(HU;pulse ) at each experimental pH can be obtained by
calculation from Eq. (13), using the standard calibrations for kch [14–16]
HU;pulse ¼ 1  expðkch tp Þ:

ð13Þ

The contribution of the N state (HN;pulse ) is obtained by
passing deuterated native protein through the experimental protocol (for each pulse time and/or pulse pH).
The observed H-label of the native state (HN;obs ) is corrected for background labeling (HN;bkgd ; from a no-pulse
experiment) to obtain the H-labeling of the native state
during the pulse (HN;pulse ), just as described before (Eq.
(11)) but with N as the starting material.
The results are visualized as in Fig. 4. The data are ﬁt
using Eq. (7) to obtain kop and kcl at each measured
residue. In this application, HI;pulse is Hlabel in Eq. (7).
The Hobs data points can be ﬁt directly using the independently evaluated ﬁxed parameters in the ﬁtting
equations. Alternatively each Hobs data point can be
separately recomputed as the HI;pulse value and then all
ﬁt to Eq. (7).
For intermediates that are not very stable
(Kop > 0:01), it is necessary to ﬁt the data with the
complete HX equation (Eq. (7)) rather than with the
steady-state equation (Eqs. (2) or (3)). This is because
the steady-state equation does not account for the
fraction of the open form that gets immediately
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Fig. 4. Illustrative pulse labeling results for a trapped Cyt c intermediate [35]. All of the amides in the N-terminal and C-terminal helices were
protected; Val11 and Tyr97 are shown. Sites elsewhere in the protein were unprotected (e.g., Lys60 and Ile75). The general Hvidt Equation (Eq. (7)),
together with the independently measured values for Hbkgd , fN HN;pulse , and calculated kch , were used to ﬁt the measured labeling data in both the EX2
(lower pH) and EX1 (higher pH) regions to obtain equilibrium and kinetic parameters of the protecting structure (solid colored curves, keyed to the
Cyt c foldons in Fig. 6). The colored dashed curves show the labeling of the intermediate alone (fI HI;pulse ) after subtracting the background labeling
(Hbkgd , fN HN;pulse ) measured in control experiments. For comparison, the black dashed curve shows the labeling expected for each amide if it were
fully unprotected in the intermediate population (fI ¼ 0:85).

exchanged (neither EX1 nor EX2) at the time of applying pulse. It can be noted that if structure is present
but relatively unstable and the ﬁrst term in Eq. (7) is
ignored (Eq. (2)), or if the terms Hbkgd , HN;pulse , and
HU;pulse are signiﬁcant and they are ignored, the eﬀect
will be to underestimate the apparent protection and to
overestimate the computed Kop and kop .
3.3. Illustrative results
Some results for a trapped kinetic folding intermediate of cytochrome c (Cyt c) are shown in Fig. 4 [35].
After a pre-folding time of 100 ms to allow complete
intermediate formation (sU!I  12 ms from ﬂuorescence), pulse labeling was done as a function of pH (pH
7.5–10), with a constant pulse time of 50 ms.
The colored solid curves in Fig. 4 ﬁt the measured
pH-dependent labeling data for each amide (Hobs ) with
the complete HX equations (Eqs. (7)–(13)), including the
known background contributions, with no assumption
about HX mechanism (EX1 or EX2). The ﬁtting pa-

rameters are kop and kcl . The colored dashed curves
show the pulse labeling accumulated by each amide in
the kinetic intermediate alone (HI;pulse ), after subtracting
the labeling of the native protein during the pulse
(fN HN;pulse ) and during the sample workup (Hbkgd ) (fU
was 0). A comparison of the colored curves (solid vs.
dashed) indicates the size of the corrections. The black
dashed curves show the labeling that would be obtained
for each amide if it were unprotected (kch ) in the intermediate population, calculated as described before (Eq.
(13)). Maximum labeling is 0.85 because 15% of the
protein population has already gone forward to the wellprotected native state (fN ¼ 0:15). The degree of protection in the intermediate is shown most directly by
comparison of the two dashed curves.
For many residues (Lys60 and Ile75 shown), the
data obtained fall very close to the reference curve for
no structural protection. Protection was found
for some other residues (Val11 and Tyr97 shown),
indicating the formation of H-bonded structure. At the
lower pH values, HX is in the EX2 region (Eqs. (4)
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and (5)) and exchange is sensitive to structural stability, i.e., to the repeated breaking and reformation of
the protecting H-bonds during the labeling pulse. The
horizontal separation between the two dashed lines is
controlled by the stability of the protecting structure,
i.e. the ratio of kop and kcl (Fig. 4 and Fig. 2E). At
higher pH, labeling reaches a plateau determined by
the structural opening rate (EX1 region, Eq. (6)). The
level at which the label levels oﬀ at high pH is controlled by the opening rate, kop , and the fraction of the
open form at the time of applying the pulse,
½NHðopenÞt¼0 (Fig. 4 and Fig. 2E). Thus, the pH-dependent data provide site-resolved information on
equilibrium stability and on structural opening and
closing rates in the trapped intermediate.
The Cyt c experiment followed 46 amides [35]. All of
the residues in the N-terminal and C-terminal helices
were signiﬁcantly protected, while most amides elsewhere in the protein were labeled at close to their reference unprotected rates. This pattern of protection
shows that the entire N- and C-terminal helices are
formed in the kinetic intermediate. Protection (DGHX ) is
at a maximum, about 1.4 kcal/mol, where the two helices
normally interact in the native protein. They fray in
both directions from the interaction region, with sequentially decreasing protection apparently due to a
progression in refolding (kcl ) rather than unfolding rates
(kop ). A surprising suggestion is that helix propagation
may occur far more slowly in the condensed milieu of
the globular intermediate than one ﬁnds for isolated
helices. The derived kop and kcl values show that the
intermediate unfolds and refolds repeatedly during the
time it spends in the trapped state, with the average
refolding rate matching the rate of initial intermediate
formation independently measured by ﬂuorescence.
3.4. Experimental design
One wants to maximize intermediate occupation and
the number of sites that are measured. Intermediate
occupation is increased when the rate of formation
(U ! I) is high and loss rate (I ! N) is low. Low denaturant tends to increase the formation rate and stability of the intermediate. It may also decrease the
subsequent forward rate if the blocking barrier represents a misfolding error that requires some conformational unfolding in order to repair the error and allow
forward folding to resume [35,36]. Optimum folding
conditions and pulse time can be ascertained by initial
spectroscopic studies.
Published pulse labeling experiments have generally
measured only a small number of amides. This degrades
the ability to properly document intermediate structure.
Another major issue is additional labeling during the
sample workup and proper correction for it (Hbkgd
above). To minimize background labeling, temperature
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and pH during the sample workup should be kept low
(tested in trial experiments) and workup time should be
minimized.
Protein concentration should be kept low to avoid
aggregation, which may be more prevalent than has
generally been appreciated [37,38]. Ampholytes such as
Na2 SO4 can help to stabilize intermediates but may also
promote aggregation [39]. 15 N-labeled samples reduce
the protein concentrations necessary for the experiment.
Pulse strength (time and pH) should be adjusted to
label unprotected sites while minimizing background labeling of protected sites. Relatively high pH is necessary
to ensure full labeling of exposed sites during a short
pulse. Accordingly almost all published pulse labeling
experiments have come dangerously close to the EX1 region. The favorable view is that the experiment can then
access both equilibrium and kinetic parameters. Unfortunately, published analyses have always assumed EX2
behavior (Eqs. (2)–(5)). The more complete data analysis
described above is required. Rate constants in the EX1
region are best measured when the pulse time is about
0:7=kop [40] so that amides are about 50% labeled.
The possibly disruptive eﬀects of a high pH pulse can
be monitored spectroscopically in trial stopped-ﬂow
experiments [40,57]. Pulse pH and time should be
selected accordingly. The actual buﬀer mixtures to
be used, chosen for their pertinent pKa values, should
be tested in trial mixing experiments.

4. Native state HX
The HX pulse labeling experiment is applicable only
when some intermediate is populated to a signiﬁcant
level in 3-state kinetic folding. A diﬀerent approach, the
native state HX method, avoids the problem of hidden
kinetic intermediates by studying intermediates that
exist as inﬁnitesimally populated high energy states under native conditions. Thermodynamic principles require that protein molecules must constantly unfold and
refold even under native conditions, cycling through all
possible higher energy forms. These forms include all of
the normal folding pathway intermediates. Under favorable conditions, this otherwise invisible cycling and
the forms visited can be made to determine the HX
behavior of the amino acids that they expose. The
identity of the partially folded forms and their thermodynamic and kinetic properties is then revealed by the
protected and unprotected sites and their measurable
HX properties.
This behavior would have been obvious long ago but
for several complications, especially the fact that it is
often obscured by small local ﬂuctuations dominating
the measured HX. Minimally distorted local ﬂuctuational forms that break protecting H-bonds one at a
time [41,42] do not provide information about partially
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structured folding intermediates. The native state HX
method exploits conditions—including mildly destabilizing denaturant, temperature, pressure, or pH—that
selectively amplify the larger unfolding reactions so that
they come to dominate exchange. Direct HX measurements can then characterize the high energy, partially
unfolded intermediate forms. Under EX2 conditions,
HX rates of the exposed sites depend on equilibrium
unfolding, and lead to the free energy level of the individually recognizable intermediate forms (Eqs. (4) and
(5)). Under EX1 conditions, HX rate depends on the
rate of unfolding (Eq. (6)), providing a diﬀerent basis
for identifying intermediates and in addition their kinetic parameters.
4.1. Equilibrium mode NHX (EX2 conditions)
Equilibrium NHX experiments are straightforward.
One places the protein in D2 O under mildly destabilizing
conditions and records 2D NMR spectra as time progresses. The decreasing amplitude of each crosspeak can
be ﬁt to a single exponential to obtain the exchange rate
constant (kex ). A direct comparison of measured rate
with the computed unprotected rate (kch ) for the same
amide under the same conditions yields the free energy
level of the controlling opening (Eqs. (4) and (5) under
EX2 conditions). When the same experiment is repeated
under mildly destabilizing conditions, sizeable unfolding
reactions are selectively promoted and can come to
dominate measured exchange. The unfoldings can then
be identiﬁed and characterized.
4.1.1. Illustrative results
As an example, Fig. 5A shows HX data for the amide
hydrogens in the 60Õs helix of Cyt c (Green helix in Fig. 6).
At low guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) concentration,
most of the amides exchange through local ﬂuctuations.
This is shown by the lack of dependence of DGHX on denaturant concentration (m  0), indicating that little new
surface is exposed in the transient deprotection steps that
expose the diﬀerent hydrogens to exchange. In contrast,
the computed DGHX of Leu68 (Eqs. (4) and (5)) decreases
sharply with increasing denaturant. Its exchange is
dominated by some large unfolding reaction. At suﬃciently high denaturant, but still far below the global
unfolding transition, all of the amide hydrogens that are
protected in the 60Õs helix merge into a common HX
isotherm represented by Leu68, indicating that they have
all become dominated by the same large unfolding. This
result demonstrates a reversibly populated high energy
state with the entire 60Õs helix unfolded as a cooperative
unit. The data in Fig. 5A deﬁne the free energy level
(DGHX ) of this partially unfolded form (PUF) and its
surface exposure (m value) relative to N [43]. (Other experiments show that the Red and Yellow X-loops are also
unfolded in this PUF; see scheme (14).)

Fig. 5B shows the cooperative unfolding of another
unit, the 40Õs and 50Õs (Nested yellow) X-loop of Cyt c.
The low pH used to make the exchange of these hydrogens measurably slow also serves as the destabilant.
As solution pH is decreased, all nine measurable amide
hydrogens in the Nested yellow X-loop merge to the
same DGHX . A pH-dependent subglobal unfolding comes to dominate the various local unfolding reactions
that control HX of the diﬀerent amides at higher pH.
Only the sequential amides in the Nested yellow X-loop
show this behavior. A similar result is seen when HX is
measured as a function of GdmCl concentration at pH
7. These results deﬁne a partially unfolded state with the
entire Nested yellow X-loop cooperatively unfolded [20].
(The selective unfolding of this loop seems to account
for the low pH equilibrium molten globule state of Cyt c
[20].)
4.1.2. Interpretation
The same strategy has revealed ﬁve unfolding units in
Cyt c. Fig. 6A shows their structural identity. Each
folding unit (foldon) represents an entire secondary
structural unit or a grouping of two secondary elements.
A quantity of additional experiments indicate that these
foldons determine the steps in a sequential unfolding
pathway [20,40,43–50]. The Nested yellow loop unfolds
ﬁrst, followed by the Red loop, and so on as follows:
NRYGB¡nRYGB¡nrYGB¡nryGB¡nrygB¡nrygb:
ð14Þ
Because these experiments are done at equilibrium
native conditions, each unfolding reaction must be matched by an equal and opposite refolding reaction, as indicated. Thus, the major unfolding sequence determined
by NHX experiments deﬁnes also the major refolding
pathway.
Fig. 6B shows the dependence of each unfolding reaction on denaturant. From these ‘‘crossover curves,’’
interesting relationships can be inferred. For example, at
high denaturant the usual melting experiment will appear to show a cooperative 2-state unfolding transition
because only the native and globally unfolded states are
signiﬁcantly populated [51]. However, under more stable
conditions the partially unfolded forms are more populated than the U state. Here, the protein unfolds and
refolds in a multi-step way that can be detected and
studied by native state HX.
These results have broad implications. The Cyt c
protein is constructed of foldon building blocks that are
essentially coincident with its component intrinsically
cooperative secondary structural units. The cooperative
unit foldons naturally generate a stepwise folding
pathway. The foldons fall into place one at a time to
progressively build the native structure. The pathway
sequence results from the way in which the foldons are
designed to interact in the native protein (Fig. 6A)
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Fig. 5. Equilibrium NHX data (under EX2 conditions) for the amide hydrogens in the Cyt c 60Õs helix (A, [43]; Green helix in Fig. 6), and the Nested
yellow X-loop (B, [20]). Exchange of the diﬀerent hydrogens is initially controlled by diﬀerent local ﬂuctuations. The sequentially located hydrogens
converge to a common computed DGHX when a large unfolding that exposes all of them to exchange is enhanced by mildly destabilizing conditions.
The residues exposed by each large unfolding identify the unfolding unit. The measured HX parameters deﬁne stability and size.

Fig. 6. Cooperative foldons in Cyt c, color coded in the structure (A) and in a crossover plot (B). Folding units (foldons) were deﬁned by native state
and pulse labeling HX experiments. In the protein folding sequence, the foldons are put into place one at a time, forming progressively more nativelike partially unfolded forms (PUFs) (scheme (14)). The crossover plot shows the dependence on GdmCl concentration of the free energy levels of the
increasingly structured PUFs.

[50,52]. The initial folding of the Blue unit provides a
docking surface necessary to guide and stabilize the
Green helix and loop which in turn are necessary to
support the Yellow and Red loops. Thus, the folding
pathway proceeds in the native format, determined by
the same interactions, coded into the amino acid sequence, that produce the native structure. These same
principles may well apply to other proteins more generally. Available HX information, although often limited by certain constraints (below), suggests that they
do.
4.1.3. Limitations
Native state HX experiments have been successful
with some proteins but not with others. The success of
the experiment is limited by certain constraints.

A transiently visited intermediate state can be detected only if it can be made to determine the measured
HX of the hydrogens that it exposes. High global stability, perhaps 9 kcal/mol or more, is desirable, because
partially unfolded forms tend to have rather high DG.
Low global DG can obscure the PUFs (consider Figs. 6B
and 7). The state I0 in Fig. 7, at higher DG than U, will
not be detected because the EX2 exchange of the hydrogens that it exposes will (usually) be dominated by
the lower free energy global unfolding to U.
High protein stability and size is also required to
provide a suﬃciently large dynamic range in DG and m
within which diﬀerent subglobal HX isotherms can be
resolved. Mutational stabilization can usefully expand
the dynamic range available [53]. It is interesting, however, that DG and m values that are too high can be
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Fig. 7. Equilibrium vs. kinetic NHX. Equilibrium NHX, done under
EX2 conditions, distinguishes intermediates (I but not I0 ) by their
equilibrium DGHX and by their m0 , DH 0 , or DV 0 in denaturant, temperature, or pressure dependent HX experiments, respectively. Kinetic
NHX, done under EX1 conditions, distinguishes intermediates (I or I0 )
by their unfolding rates, independently of whether they are stable
relative to U, unlike eNHX. Both methods identify the residues that
are exposed to exchange in the unfolding reaction.

unfavorable. In this case, initially dominant local ﬂuctuational isotherms may merge with the global isotherm
before the subglobal isotherms are suﬃciently well deﬁned [49]. Another problem, in principle, is that a given
folding intermediate can escape HX detection if it is
kinetically isolated. If the protein cycles through an
open state more slowly than the HX time scale, it will
make no measurable contribution to HX. However,
such a form seems unlikely to contribute signiﬁcantly to
the folding ﬂux.
To credibly distinguish HX isotherms, the separation between adjacent isotherms must be large relative
to the spread within each one. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that hydrogens exposed in the same
unfolding do not all show identical DG values. They
have some distribution due to fraying behavior, as seen
in detail for the N and C helices in recent pulse labeling experiments [35]. Residual protection in the
transiently unfolded state can impose further spread
among HX rates [43,44].
Finally, it can be noted that not all cooperative unfoldings seen by HX necessarily represent species on the
kinetic folding pathway. Local ﬂuctuations—small dynamic perturbations of the native state—can control HX
but they do not represent folding intermediates. Similarly, small local unfoldings, seen, for example, in
studies of structure change in hemoglobin [54], appear
to represent the reversible unfolding of one or two turns
of helix. These are interesting for binding and structure
change studies but probably do not connect to kinetic
folding behavior.

4.1.4. Experimental design
The ability of NHX and pulse labeling experiments to
deﬁne the structure of partially folded forms is limited
by the number of hydrogens measured. Published results
have been often overinterpreted based on too few measured hydrogens. (A similar statement holds for widely
used spectroscopic methods, which provide even less
coverage and detail.)
HX rates in a given protein are usually spread over
many orders of magnitude. Lower pH allows faster exchanging hydrogens to be observed, even though the
more protected hydrogens can then become untenably
slow. Slow hydrogens can be more eﬀectively studied at
higher pH. When controlled by large unfoldings, slow
hydrogens can also be brought onto the laboratory time
scale by low concentrations of denaturant. The range of
pH and denaturant that can be usefully applied is limited only by protein stability. Large destabilization will
cause the transient global unfolding to dominate measured exchange, negating the ability to detect partially
folded forms (see Fig. 6B).
HX is often initiated by dissolving lyophilized
protein in D2 O. This may be dangerous. A recommended alternative is to initiate exchange by using
centrifugal gel ﬁltration to move the protein from
H2 O buﬀer into D2 O buﬀer. We use commercially
available 3 ml spin columns (Fisher Scientiﬁc). Preswollen and washed ﬁne grade Sephadex G25 is
placed in the column and washed by spinning (low
speed clinical centrifuge) 3–4 times with 2 ml of NMR
buﬀer, followed by 0.5 ml of the experimental solution.
An impressive hydrogen isotope separation, by a factor of 104 , can be obtained in this way. The procedure
takes about 1 min and generally loses little protein
concentration [30–32].
To minimize the experimental deadtime, the NMR
instrument should be tuned and shimmed using a
dummy sample before initiating H–D exchange. Any
serviceable 2D NMR mode can be used for H–D analysis, or even 1D for the slowest hydrogens.
4.2. Kinetic mode NHX (EX1 conditions)
Equilibrium NHX done under EX2 conditions detects hidden intermediates by their equilibrium parameters (DGeq and meq ). An analogous experiment, kinetic
NHX, done under EX1 conditions, can detect hidden
intermediates by their formation rates as suggested in
Fig. 7. Under EX1 conditions, the hydrogens exposed in
a concerted unfolding reaction all exchange at the same
rate rather than the same DGHX (Eqs. (4)–(6)). In this
case, folding units may be accessed by the rate of the
unfolding reactions that produce them. The identity of a
partially unfolded intermediate state may then be deﬁned by the amino acids that are either exposed or remain protected in the kinetically determined unfolding.
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This approach does not require that the intermediates
are ever visibly populated or even that they exist at free
energy levels lower than U (I0 as well as I in Fig. 7). In
addition, kinetic NHX results can show the temporal
order in which recognizably diﬀerent partially unfolded
states are produced, and may indicate whether unfolding
and refolding occur through one or multiple pathways.
4.2.1. Experimental design and analysis
To reach EX1 conditions, where kch exceeds kcl (Eq.
(6)), high pH will generally be required. For example, at
pH 10 and 20 °C, kch for an average amide is 104 s1 .
This HX rate may exceed foldon reclosing rates, producing EX1 behavior. As for equilibrium NHX, the kinetic NHX method also requires that the large unfolding
that leads to an intermediate form must dominate the
exchange of the hydrogens that it exposes. In this case, low
concentrations of denaturant or other mild destabilants
can be useful in the competition with local ﬂuctuational
exchange because they promote kop . In addition denaturant will slow reclosing, promoting the EX1 condition
[40]. The dependence of protein stability on these parameters should be characterized initially.
Fig. 8 illustrates two experimental approaches. Kinetic NHX experiments can be done as a function of
exchange time at increasing pH, as in Fig. 8A. The
identity of sequential amides that open at a common
rate can then identify cooperative unfolding units [55].
This approach is tedious. Experiments can be more efﬁciently done as a function of increasing pH, as in
Fig. 8B [40].
In the case of proteins where the opening rate is slow,
the kNHX experiment can be performed by dissolving
the protein in D2 O and watching the change in the 2D
NMR crosspeak intensities as time progresses, similar to
that of eNHX (Section 4.1). However, for most proteins,
at the high pH necessary to produce EX1 exchange, HX
may be too fast to measure by the usual NMR experi-
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ment, even for well-protected hydrogens. A useful
strategy is to expose the native protein to the high pH
exchange condition during a timed pulse, using stoppedﬂow equipment when necessary [41,56]. Sample preparation and NMR analysis can then be done under slow
HX conditions to determine the labeling obtained at the
various amino acids during the high pH pulse.
To set up a kinetic NHX experiment, the approach
recommended by Hoang et al. [40] is to ﬁrst perform
some trial experiments like those in Fig. 8A. The purpose is to determine conditions for EX1 exchange and
also to infer kop so that a useful pulse time can be chosen. Trial runs at two rather high pH values, probably in
the pH 10 range (with due consideration for the protein
stability), can test for EX1 behavior and estimate the kop
for the controlling opening reaction. EX1 exchange in
itself is very likely to signal control by a large unfolding.
Increasing denaturant can be additionally used to promote kop and slow kcl .
Experiments can then be done in more detail in the
pH-dependent pulse mode. The deuterated native protein is mixed into H2 O (e.g. 1:5 D2 O:H2 O) for the predetermined pulse labeling time, then quenched to low
pH to stop exchange, and concentrated into D2 O for
NMR analysis. A series of samples pulsed to increasing
pH values can be run in one sequence, using previously
determined buﬀer mixtures. The experiment is identical
to the native control experiment done for the HX pulse
labeling experiment described before (Section 3.2). For
data analysis, the same control experiments as before
must be done to calibrate Hbkgd for the various residues
and to determine the full labeling reference level (at 1:5
D2 O:H2 O). Sample handling should be designed to
minimize Hbkgd .
In pulse experiments done at increasing pH as
in Fig. 8B, the rising part of the HX labeling curve occurs in the EX2 region; the plateau region signals EX1
exchange. An experimental series done as a function of

Fig. 8. Hypothetical kinetic NHX results. Panel A simulates data taken at increasing pH as a function of HX time. Panel B simulates expected curves
when HX time is held constant (pulse) and pH is varied. The data points in (A) relate to the analogous points in (B). HX is dominated by EX2
behavior at lower pH and limits at the opening rate at higher pH (EX1). The pulse time should be reasonably close to 0:7=kop to most sensitively
measure kop and kcl .
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pH can measure the entire transition between EX2 and
EX1 conditions. Results will be most accurate when the
pulse time is set in a range near 0:7=kop [40].
Since the pulse labeling is done with the native protein, Eq. (7) simpliﬁes to Eq. (15). The usual HX time
variable becomes the constant pulse time (tp ) and kex is
given by Eq. (3) with kch set at the computed unprotected HX rate [14–16]. Hlabel (¼ Hpulse ) is calculated
from Hobs and Hbkgd (Eq. (11))
Hlabel ¼ 1  expðkex tp Þ:

ð15Þ

For each amide, the pH-dependent data (as in Fig. 8B)
can then be ﬁt with Eq. (15), yielding kop and kcl , and hence
Kop and DGHX . A concerted unfolding unit can then be
recognized by a common kop value shared by sequential
amides. Eq. (15) shows why the experiment can be done as
a function of either pulse time or pH.
The laboratory work involved in a pH-dependent
series, or in the limited pH-dependent trial suggested,
including buﬀer preparation, labeling experiments,
sample workup, and NMR analysis each requires about
one week.
It is important to note that any change in kex as a
function of solution pH can also arise from the pH dependence of protein stability and also kop and kcl [17].
This possibility can be tested by monitoring the change

in protein stability or the folding and unfolding rates
with pH.
In some cases, as solution pH is increased, the HX
rate reaches a plateau level depending on the kop value,
and the rate begins to rise again. The renewed rise may
be due to high pH destabilization of the protein [40].
Alternatively, the amides may experience two diﬀerent
processes [59]: EX1 exchange through a lower free energy opening reaction, and EX2 exchange through a
higher free energy opening reaction. Control experiments can be done to test these possibilities.
4.2.2. Illustrative results
Fig. 9 shows kinetic NHX results for four amides,
taken from a much larger number that deﬁned the
reversible concerted unfolding of the Red and the Nested yellow X-loops in Cyt c [20,40,57]. In each case, a
brief labeling pulse was used (75 and 33 ms, respectively). Labeling occurs in an EX2 manner at lower pH
and limits at an EX1 plateau at higher pH. Fitting of the
pH-dependent data as just described yields the structural
parameters kop , kcl , and then Kop and DGop , for each
protected amide. Essentially the same opening rate was
found for the various amides in each loop, demonstrating their concerted unit unfolding. However,
somewhat diﬀerent reclosing rates within a concerted

Fig. 9. Some illustrative kinetic NHX results. The colored curves are taken from results for the Nested yellow [20,57] and Red [40,57] X-loops of Cyt
c. The amides show EX2 exchange at lower pH and a limiting EX1 rate at high pH, indicating HX by way of an unfolding reaction that includes the
entire X-loop in each case.
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unit have been commonly observed, perhaps due to
fraying behavior [35].
The same kinetic NHX experiments were able to rank
the temporal order of unfolding for the known Cyt c
foldons [20,40]. The results placed the foldons in the
same pathway order previously inferred from equilibrium native state and pulse labeling experiments (reaction scheme (14)).

5. Final note
The methods summarized here were designed to study
protein folding behavior. The results so far obtained lead
to an interesting picture of protein structure itself. It appears that globular proteins are constructed of recognizably separate, individually cooperative building blocks,
termed foldons. The foldons maintain their separately
cooperative nature within the native protein. Stepwise
protein folding pathways arise as a consequence of this
unit substructure and the way that the units interact in the
native protein. Protein folding, it seems, is an epiphenomenon of the foldon substructure. Recent work further
suggests that the very same foldon substructure can underlie a number of other functional and evolutionary
properties, in addition to the folding process [20,57].
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